What you can do!
Understand that ‘Perception is everything. Wars
are often won or lost based on how the actors
perceive one another’s strengths and weaknesses,
not so much how strong or weak they are in
reality.’ https://thefederalist.com/2015/08/27/10-key-ways-to-breakthe-mass-delusion-machine/*

Get, read and share emails from On Side
organizations which expose the propaganda and
offer an accurate, better way forward:
VfJUK, Christian Concern, Anglican Mainstream and Christian Institute.
Churchill was said to have won the war by talking about it, so let’s start!
Speak about and pray for these matters with your faith community.
See yourself differently: you are a player, an agent of change, and can do far
more than you imagine. For starters, do one new thing because of today.
Follow Christian Concern’s strategy for parents: Write to your MP. Organize a
meeting for parents. Write to your Head. Withdraw your child from sex ed.
Change schools/home educate/start your own school.
https://christianconcern.com/comment/five-bad-reasons-for-sex-education-and-five-things-you-can-do-about-it/

Hold your faith leaders to account. Fuss! Be willing to go through pain
barriers to have that difficult conversation. This revolution is happening on
their watch, to their own youngsters (not to mention the rest), and yet they
are largely silent and stick with ‘safe’ general topics. If they will not speak up,
support those who will. Remember, money talks!
Invite speakers from today to address your
church/housegroup/network, or show them
Family Watch’s excellent ‘War on children’ [right]:
https://vimeo.com/152728936

A three-hour seminar from today will be created: bring it to your church. The
MSC (Marriage Sex and Culture Group of Anglican Mainstream) meets
monthly in London: come visit: msc.support
For more action, join with those already ‘out’
and pushing back: e.g. our brave Birmingham
Muslims [left], Mass Resistance and the
SchoolGateCampaign.
Conservative, politically incorrect groups (such
as those featured today) are always skint: do
you know people who have funds, are deeply worried but find most
churches/organizations do little to nothing? Could you be an ambassador?
And finally, excerpts from StopRSE, the most psychologically insightful
strategy for parents thus far, and a huge thanks to our Muslim colleagues for
creating it! https://stoprse.com/index.php/takeaction/2433-2/
--Start with yourself: Reflect on your priorities; educate yourself; manage
your anxieties.
--Your family: Create a positive and loving family
environment; build a strong relationship with your
child; educate your child first.
--Your Faith Community: Build relationships; build
a sense of community; form support groups;
organize workshops.
--Your School: Build relationships; join the PTA; volunteer; ask to see the
resources; offer to make RE/RSE resources.
--Other spheres: The Local, Larger and Global Community.
*’No matter how implausible an idea may seem, it can gain acceptance in the minds of the
citizens as the forces of PC relentlessly repeat and hype the notion in the public square.
The twin processes of saturation and suppression, if diligently applied, can produce the
illusion of a public opinion shift, or a “cascade.”’ The Federalist

The above quote illustrates why the silent passivity of our leaders is egregious.
They are allowing The Opposition to frame the debate and envelop the culture
while they ‘stay safe’ elsewhere. NOT saying is saying that it must not be said.
How is that right? DrLisa1957@gmail.com

